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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
‘War of Terror’ Inverted: Why Did US
Assassinate Iran’s Anti-ISIS General?

Iranian Major-General Qassem Soleimani (left) and Iraqi PMU commander, Abu
Mahdi al-Muhandis (Image: Al Manar/Wikicommons)

The US has eagerly taken credit for the killing of Iranian General
Qasem Soleimani amid a series of military strikes carried out by US
forces across Syria and Iraq. The assassination was shortly followed
by Iranian missile strikes aimed at US bases in Iraq. Pg 1-3

‘Brazen disinformation’: Syria narrative
managers defend Douma chemical weapon hoax
as OPCW comes under attack

Misinformation Virus A
Lesson In Disinformation
From The BBC

The Misinformation Virus was a 35
minute BBC Sound production
released on the 17th December 2019.
Narrated by BBC science journalist
Angela Saini, it called for regulation
of the internet to tackle the terrible
danger of online misinformation and
disinformation. Misinformation means
false information spread without the
intent to deceive. Disinformation
suggests the deliberate intent to
mislead. Ironically “the
Misinformation Virus” was
disinformation. Pg 5-15

How To Be A Mentally
Sovereign Human

In the light of the increasing exposure of the OPCW as a deeply
compromised instrument of power for the US-led global alliance, the
role of aligned media in protecting discredited constructs must be
examined. Pg 3-5

Goldstein 2.0: ISIS has a new big bad leader
The fast-paced world of geopolitics can be disorienting to follow and
unsettling to witness.
The US Empire teeters on the brink of total collapse, and lashes out
recklessly this way and that as feuding factions struggle for control.
The world’s finances are a dystopian mess of imaginary money,
controlled by an elite class who care nothing for ordinary people and
have rigged the game so they win no matter where the roulette wheel
stops. And the less said about the environment, the better. Pg 5-6

We all showed up naked, slimy and
clueless in a world of inexplicable sensory
input we couldn’t make head or tail out of.
We were then taught what’s what by
people who showed up under the exact
same circumstances a blink of an eye
earlier. Pg 16-17

US, UK Diplomats Protest
Against OPCW Whistleblower
Giving Evidence to United
Nations
Yesterday, a former engineer and
ballistics expert with the Organization for
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW) delivered testimony via video
link to an audience at the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC). Pg 17-18
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sponsored terrorism across the
If the situation unravels there
Middle East. This includes
is the possibility of establishing
fighting terrorist organizations
a declared or undeclared
like Al Qaeda, its many
Salafist principality in eastern
affiliates, and the so-called
Syria (Hasaka and Der Zor),
“Islamic State in Iraq and Syria” and this is exactly what the
(ISIS) – all of which have been
supporting powers to the
extensively exposed as
opposition want, in order to
recipients
of
US
cash,
weapons,
isolate
the Syrian regime, which
Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/01/2 and other forms of material and is considered the strategic depth
0/war-of-terror-inverted-why-did-us- political support.
of the Shia expansion (Iraq and
assassinate-irans-anti-isis-general/
Iran).

‘War of Terror’
Inverted: Why Did
US Assassinate
Iran’s Anti-ISIS
General?

By Tony Cartalucci

The War of Terror
Continues

The BBC in its article, “Qasem
Soleimani: Strike was to ‘stop Even the clumsy and oftenwar’, says Trump,” would claim: manipulated Wikipedia lists
Iran’s Quds Forces as opposed
The BBC in its article, “Qasem against Al Qaeda, its affiliates,
Soleimani: Strike was to ‘stop and ISIS alongside nations like
the US and its allies. While
war’, says Trump,” would
Wikipedia doesn’t overtly
claim:
connect these terrorist
President Donald Trump said organizations with their Western
the US killed Iran’s top military sponsors it is clear to even the
commander Qasem Soleimani casual observer that both
“to stop a war, not to start one”. appearing on the Quds Forces’
opponents list carries with it
He said Soleimani’s “reign of many implications.
terror is over” following the
strike at Iraq’s Baghdad airport Beyond mere implications –
however – it was the US
on Friday.
Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) itself in a 2012 leaked
The strikes also targeted
memo that admitted, “the West,
infrastructure supporting a
Gulf monarchies, and Turkey”
network of Iranian-backed
were behind the rise of a what at
militias known as Popular
the time was being called a
Mobilization Units or PMUs.
“Salafist principality.”
The US claiming these strikes
were meant to end “terror” are The leaked 2012 report
(https://www.judicialwatch.org/wpparticularly surreal.

To clarify precisely who these
“supporting powers” were that
sought the creation of a
“Salafist” (Islamic) principality”
(State), the DIA report explains:
The West, Gulf countries, and
Turkey support the opposition;
while Russia, China, and Iran
support the regime.
In other words, the US, its
European allies, and its closest
allies in the Middle East, sought
the rise of a “Salafist” (Islamic)
“principality” (State) in eastern
Syria, precisely where ISIS
eventually manifested itself.
The West and its regional allies
did so while simultaneously
funding, arming, and training socalled “rebels” who in reality
lined the ranks of extremist
groups up to and including Al
Qaeda and its Al Nusra
franchise.

A similar pattern of supporting
extremism in Lebanon, Iraq, and
content/uploads/2015/05/Pg.-291-Pgs.Yemen has emerged. So
The PMUs along with General 287-293-JW-v-DOD-and-State-14812-DOD-Release-2015-04-10-final- extensive is US stateSoleimani and his special
sponsorship of terrorism that
version11.pdf) states (emphasis
operations Quds Forces have
even the Western corporate
added):
played a key role in fighting and
media has been forced
defeating US and Saudi1
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repeatedly to admit and attempt its Syrian and Iraqi allies.
fighting numerous adversaries
to cover up
yet unable to achieve a single
(https://landdestroyer.blogspot.com/20 Instead – the attack was more
decisive victory. Its
13/09/in-syria-there-are-nolikely meant to serve as a
demonstrated failures in Iraq,
moderates.html) the flow of US
provocation – a desperate
Syria, Libya, and Afghanistan
weapons into the hands of
attempt by Washington to
mean that mounting full-scale
extremists.
provoke Tehran and escalate the military operations against the
regional conflict more toward
much larger and more
Thus – from 2011 onward – the large-scale total war the US
formidable Iran is particularly
world has become increasingly believes it may still hold an
unrealistic.
aware of US state-sponsorship advantage in over Iran.
of terrorism – specifically in
Iran’s pinpoint missile strikes
support of terrorist organizations For Iran – its strategy of patient, aimed at US bases in Iraq –
including Al Qaeda, its affiliates, incremental victory in Syria,
avoiding casualties – represents
and ISIS. The US has throughout Iraq, and beyond has paid
a show of force reminding
the Syrian conflict directly and historical dividends. The
Washington of what could
indirectly attacked and
geopolitical landscape of the
happen if hostilities widen – but
undermined the forces fighting Middle East is being redrawn
also a show of restraint
these terrorist organizations –
before our very eyes.
illustrating to the rest of the
and with the latest assassination
world that Iran is reasonable
of General Soleimani – has
The best way to procure revenge even in the face of Washington’s
begun to wage open war against for yet another provocative and unreasonable provocations.
Al Qaeda’s and ISIS’ most
toxic display of US foreign
effective opponents.
policy is for Iran to continue the Just as Russia endured
work General Soleimani had
humiliating provocations
Too Little, Too Late
successfully endeavored toward designed to provoke and distract
– the continued frustration of US Moscow from successfully
defending Syria – leaving
If General Soleimani was such belligerence in the region, the
dismantling
of
US-proxies
Moscow and its Syrian allies
an important target to eliminate
including terrorist organizations victorious and the US desperate,
– we can only assume the US
believes that he was an effective like Al Qaeda and ISIS, and the frustrated, and in some cases,
eventual and total uprooting of literally running from its
strategist and leader. And if
General Soleimani was either or US hegemony across the region. positions in Syria – Iran too
must endure.
both of these things – it is
certain that amid his skilled and Iran’s missile strikes targeting
effective operations against US US military bases rendered no US provocations come too little
and too late.
state-sponsored terrorism he also casualties yet demonstrated
Iran’s
capacity
to
carry
out
longincluded provisions for
They only serve to further
continuity for his Quds Forces. range precision strikes at US
forces illegally or coercively
illustrate the menace current US
occupying the region.
foreign policy and the interests
The assassination of General
driving them pose to the world.
Soleimani will do little to
The
US
was
subsequently
faced
They have failed to reverse
degrade the Quds Forces
themselves. Other senior leaders with the choice to fight big and Washington’s flagging fortunes
lose, or once again demonstrate in either Syria or Iraq. And
will fill the void and the
its growing impotence by doing unless Iran gives the US exactly
organization will continue
little or nothing. The US has its what it wants – a pretext to
effectively carrying out
operations on behalf of Iran and forces spread across the planet, escalate further – these
2
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provocations will likely end up Meeting
on the long list of failed attempts (http://webtv.un.org/search/unitedto reverse Washington’s fortunes nations-security-council-arriaregarding its weakening grip on formula-meeting-implementation-ofunscr-2118-opcw-ffm-report-onIraq, its failed regime change
douma/6125087582001/?term=OPCW
war in Syria, and its overall
%20report%20into
unraveling hegemony across the %20Douma&sort=date), Henderson
Middle East and North Africa. presented his misgivings and
spoke of the OPCW
management information
‘Brazen
lockdown.

disinformation’:
Syria narrative Henderson’s analysis
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/wor
managers defend king-papers/assessment-by-theDouma chemical engineering-sub-team-of-the-opcwfact-finding-mission-investigating-theweapon hoax as alleged-chemical-attack-in-douma-inapril-2018) of the events, in
OPCW comes under particular the “chlorine cylinder
dropped by Syrian air-force
attack
helicopters” narrative was
Source: https://www.rt.com/oped/478898-opcw-media-douma-syria/

By Vanessa Beeley
On January 20, a quiet,
unassuming expert laid bare the
OPCW suppression of evidence
(https://thewallwillfall.org/2020/01/21/
douma-false-chemical-weaponnarrative-ian-henderson-speaks-to-unabout-opcw-report/) that would

demonstrate the illegitimacy of
the bombing of Syria in April
2018 by the UK, US, and
France. Ian Henderson is a
former OPCW inspection team
leader and an engineering and
ballistics specialist. Henderson
said
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YrdXDad0h28&t=7s) he visited
Douma with the first OPCW
inspection team shortly after the
alleged chemical attack on April
7, 2018. In an address to the UN
Security Council Arria-Formula

inexplicably suppressed by the
OPCW and omitted from the
final report which fraudulently
maintained the “likely” verdict
that chlorine had been used.

been a “chemical weapons”
factory as claimed by Western
intelligence, the potential for
civilian deaths would have been
horrific in the event of
“chemicals” being released into
the atmosphere close to
Damascus residents.

Iraq WMD spin repeated
in Syria
The Douma scandal has the
hallmarks of the Iraq WMD
fabrication and the rush to
judgement by the state media PR
agencies and was a horrifying
potential prelude to a world war
with the US and Russia
confronting each other on Syrian
territory.

History demonstrated that the
invasion of Iraq was based on
the fiction that WMDs existed.
We witnessed a media circus
vindication of the bloody
conquest of Iraq without
Henderson’s report had
hesitation or investigation. Not
supported the conclusion that
only did the Western media
there had been no chemical
endorse the wholesale slaughter
attack. A number of other
of the Iraqi people, they were
OPCW colleagues have also
seen to celebrate the
come forward
American/UK show of military
(https://wikileaks.org/opcwmight and to applaud the
douma/document/) with similar
claims that their expert opinions campaign of devastating “shock
and awe.”
were censored by the OPCW
who appear to have been tasked
with retrospectively justifying Two days after the Douma
staged event was produced
the US allied criminal
(https://www.rt.com/op-ed/451623aggression against Syria. A
bombing campaign that resulted bbc-staged-footage-douma-chemicalin the destruction of a laboratory attack/) by none other than the
terrorist-linked UK/US
complex and cancer research
center, located in Barzeh on the sponsored White Helmets, who
have been primary “witnesses”
outskirts of Damascus.
and players in the majority of
It is worth noting that had this alleged chemical weapon attacks
3
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used to vilify Syria and Russia,
the Guardian’s Simon Tisdall
went on the warpath against
Syria. “After Douma, the West’s
response to Syria’s regime must
be military,” Tisdall informed
us.

at the forefront of this vilifyglobalist mafia cartel.
Syria propaganda campaign and
is the UK government’s
When I challenged Lyse Doucet,
disinformation flagship
BBC international correspondent
promoting the savagery of illegal and Syria “expert,” about the
wars worldwide. When the
BBC’s lack of coverage of the
OPCW interim report was
Douma/OPCW scandal, Doucet
released in July 2018, the BBC disingenuously blamed BBC
This rush to judgement was
appeared to deliberately
silence on an alleged lack of
mirrored almost universally by misrepresent
access to Syria. The OPCW is
media in the West; those who
(https://skwawkbox.org/2018/07/07/vid based at the Hague but this
dared to challenge the dominant eo-bbc-news-joins-fake-news-scandal- minor detail was swept under the
narrative or to advocate caution over-opcws-douma-chlorine-report/? carpet.
were dismissed and smeared as subscribe=error#blog_subscription-2)
“conspiracy theorists” or worse the report’s findings to shore up
Suppression of genuine
“Orwellian genocide deniers.” the UK Foreign Office’s
anti-war voices
illegitimate claims of chemical
weapon use by the Syrian
Before the OPCW inspection
Why are the anti-war voices of
government.
teams had achieved access to
reason not heard? Because the
Douma, the mockingbird media
BBC and other state-aligned
was engineering the removal of In legendary journalist, John
media outlets exist to protect
Pilger’s film “The War You
doubt from public consensus.
power from truth and to dupe
Don’t See,”
The Syrian government,
the people into believing war is
according to Western media, had (https://vimeo.com/67739294) the
BBC’s head of newsgathering, necessary. The BBC and the
“undeniably gassed its own
corporate media complex has
people” just as the Syrian Arab Fran Unsworth, claims that the
rarely held any state narrative
Army was advancing to victory media was “taken in” regarding
up for scrutiny, except after
in the mass-murdering Jaish Al Iraq, and hoodwinked by
the event when the dust has
Islam-occupied district of east government claims. Unsworth
settled on the devastating
Damascus (https://www.rt.com/op- blames the BBC’s insouciance
consequences of their
ed/454205-uk-paying-white-helmets- on having “no access” to
information or to Iraq. But the complicity. Suspended
syria-jaish/).
crucial expert analysis that Iraq’s skepticism is responsible for
the devastation and bloodshed
Syria has endured nine years WMD did not exist was
of bloodshed thanks to a war available four years prior to the that are the consequences of
which is being imposed upon US invasion, from the chief UN these wars, waged on
its people by the US Coalition. weapons inspector in Iraq, Scott criminally false pretexts.
Ritter. In 1998, Ritter told John
The “chemical weapon”
These journalists do not simply
Pilger: “If I had to quantify
narrative is providing a
Iraq’s threat in terms of WMD, “go along” with disinformation,
pretext for unlawful proxy
they jingoistically cheer for the
aggression against a sovereign the real threat is zero, none.”
destruction of nations and
nation and the media is
peoples that they know virtually
wholeheartedly promoting this The BBC ignored this gamenarrative despite the glaring changing evidence, just as they nothing about.
have gone out of their way to
evidence that exposes it as
Journalists who capitulate
another WMD “dodgy dossier.” ignore the collapsing Douma
wittingly to state foreign policy
“chemical weapon” narrative
The BBC, as with Iraq, has been and the exposure of the OPCW agendas and the associated
official narratives manufactured
as an extension of the UK/US
4
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to ease the passage of those
agendas, are nothing more than
accomplices, in breach of
international law.
The UK, France and the US
have stone-walled the emerging
engineering and scientific
reports produced by serious
experts in their field, members
of the FFM (Fact Finding
Mission) team. Instead, NATOaligned & sponsored blogs like
Bellingcat have been instructed
to counter
(https://thewallwillfall.org/2020/01/19/
important-douma-opcw-update-fromprof-piers-robinson/) the mounting

may have provided absolution of Number One.
guilt for the invasion of Iraq
should not be allowed to protect That’s what the Guardian says,
the war-media from
anyway:
accountability for the suffering
of the Syrian people and the
The new leader of Islamic State
blood that is on their hands.
has been confirmed as Amir
Mohammed Abdul Rahman alMawli al-Salbi, according to
Goldstein 2.0: ISIS officials
from two intelligence
has a new big bad services. He is one of the terror
group’s founding members and
leader
has led the enslavement of Iraq’s
Yazidi minority and has
Source: https://offguardian.org/2020/01/20/goldstein-2- overseen operations around the
0-isis-has-a-new-big-bad-leader/
globe.
By Kit Knightly

evidence of the OPCW
In these uncertain times, it’s
dereliction of duty while
compromised media ensure the important to take comfort in the
public is kept in the dark about familiar and the predictable…
the shifting narrative landscape.
…like the mainstream media
This is a brazen disinformation flashing up a photograph of an
Arabic man, and crowning him
campaign.
the evilest man in the world.
If it transpires that the Douma
OPCW report was a fabrication, That’s right: ISIS has a new
it should lead to the questioning leader. At least, according to the
press (or, more accurately, the
of earlier episodes, like Khan
Sheikhoun in 2017, which also people that tell the press what to
say).
led to Trump showering Syria
with cruise missiles.
This will mean the media will be
put under further pressure to
explain their blanket approval
and sensationalist amplification
of now discredited narratives
which sustained a war which
should never have been allowed
to begin.
Displays of post-war remorse
and claims that the media was
subjected to a sophisticated
disinformation campaign that

Oh, and the Daily Mail too:
The new leader of Islamic State
has been revealed as Iraqi Amir
Mohammed Abdul Rahman alMawli al-Salbi. Two intelligence
services said al-Salbi took over
from Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
after the terrorist leader blew
himself up in October. Al-Salbi,
who helped found ISIS, brought
in brutal Sharia Law in Iraq and
Syria, led the enslavement of the
Yazidi and has operated across
the world.
(Sidenote: When a schoolfriend
of mine copied my homework
with that little effort at rewriting
we both got in big trouble. But
let’s give them the benefit of the
doubt, and assume they’re both
copying from the same GCHQ
memo.)

Interestingly, neither article
actually names the “two
intelligence services” who
This is Amir Mohammed Abdul provided this information. In
Rahman al-Mawli al-Salbi, and fact, they give us no evidence
the man even exists. They just
he is the new Public Enemy
5
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say it, because they were told to, there and sort things out.
and we need a new “face of
evil”.
Maybe some furious ISIS
fighters will be the ones who
Just as Osama Bin Laden was
assassinate Iranian generals in
killed (several times), and then future. It’s much less messy that
buried at sea…only to be
way.
replaced by al-Baghdadi. So is
al-Baghdadi killed (several times Or, hell, maybe we’ll return to
- https://offthe hits of the 90s and early
guardian.org/2019/10/28/al-baghdadi- 2000s, and Islamic jihadists will
raid-is-the-us-empire-creatingget back to work in Chechnya.
reality/), and then buried at sea…
only to be replaced by al-Salbi. Whatever happens, ISIS are

just too stupid to differentiate
between fact and fiction. You are
also incapable of checking the
evidence yourself. Therefore, all
information must be controlled
and regulated by the State. If not
democracy is doomed,
apparently.

The BBC Propaganda
Machine In Full Flow

back baby. And that means that
(I’m sure, when the time comes, some way, somehow, Mr althe next Democrat
Salbi is about to make the
administration will happily kill foreign policy goals of the
off al-Salibi, claim to have
United States much easier.
“done what Donald Trump could
never do”, only to replace him That’s what Goldsteins are for.
Angela Saini
with Arabic Terrorist #4 from
central casting before the end of
off Angela trotted on 35
Misinformation So
the year.)
minutes of unadulterated
Virus A Lesson In propaganda, during which the
Whether or not he’s real –
contradictory statements,
Disinformation self
whether or not that photo is real,
unevidenced assumptions and
stolen from the website of some
From The BBC false claims piled up so fast it
cricket team, or invented entirely
was difficult to keep track. Take,
in photoshop – we have our new
Source: https://in-thisfor example, her opening
together.com/misinformation-virus-a- statement:
Goldstein. Get familiar with
lesson-in-disinformation-from-the-bbc/
him, because you’ll likely be
hearing about him a lot.
“At the birth of the Internet a
By Iain Davis
dream was born, that all the
For starters, don’t be surprised if
information
of the world would
The objective of “the
his “fortification” of ISIS means
be at our fingertips. What’s
Misinformation Virus” was to
Donald Trump can’t pull out of
more,
thanks to social media,
convince you, unless you get
Syria after all.
every person with an internet
your information from
connections
would also have a
“officially approved” sources,
Or maybe if ISIS attacks on
voice.”
everything you are told online is
Iraqi civilians/militias result in
a lie. Only the State, the
the Iraqi parliament revoking
mainstream media (MSM) and Angela concluded her opening:
their request for the US to
the scientific orthodoxy tell the
remove their troops from Iraqi
truth. Everyone else is working “Well, that was the dream. The
soil.
reality has turned out a little
to a dark agenda, trying to
different….In
this program I’ll
destroy our democracy.
There’s the possibility that ISIS
be exploring why the online
will start a resurgence in Libya,
dream is turning into a
According to the BBC, you are
meaning that NATO has to get in
6
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nightmare. One in which the the FBI. The intelligence
grid while ensuring dissenting
very architecture of the web is agencies, primarily the CIA and voices are marginalised and
feeding the problem.”
NSA, were also funding private returned to obscurity.
computer science contractors to
The BBC had no intention of
develop a way to monitor and
“exploring” anything. Preferring manipulate human behaviour en
instead to spin a yarn based on masse through their Massive
nothing. The Misinformation
Digital Data System project
Virus began with a lie by
(MDDS.)
omission.
The surveillance system the
Tim Berners Lee invented the
Intelligence Community (IC)
http protocol in 1989, enabling wanted to develop was a
machine to machine
collaboration between
communication in a World Wide themselves and the big data
Web. However, the first TCP/IP technology firms. Many
packet switching network (the companies, including Google,
architecture of the internet) was received MDDS support.
The U.S. Intelligence Community
ARPANET, created in 1983,
after decades of development, by The internet was never the
From the UK’s proposed Online
the Advanced Research Projects people’s dream, it was the dream Harms legislation to the EU’s
Agency of U.S. Department of of the IC and their multinational Copyright Directive, from
Defense (now DARPA).
corporate partners. Their dream Russia’s raft of online
Thereafter the Internet, as we
was a global surveillance grid, “disrespect” laws to India’s
know it today, was developed
which is precisely what the
complete shutdown of the
with seed money from the
internet is. In order for us to
internet in Kashmir,
defence and intelligence
enthusiastically adopt it, we
governments around the world
agencies.
were first persuaded to believe are in a censorship arms race.
that the free and open sharing of The ability for people to “have a
information was possible.
voice” is now being taken away.
So the propagandists current task
The other dream, which was
is to convince you to accept this.
always a nightmare for the State Which presumably is why BBC
and its IC, was of ordinary
created the Misinformation
people having “a voice.” The
Virus.
“nightmare” unleashed was the
State’s temporary loss of
The Misinformation Virus
Tim Berners Lee
narrative control.
openly advocates State
regulation of the internet to
When Google founders Larry
This
brief
loss
of
information
protect democracy. According to
Page and Sergey Brin wrote
control
was
the
price
the
State
the BBC, if there’s one thing
their seminal paper The
was
willing
to
pay
in
order
to
guaranteed to destroy
Anatomy of a Large-Scale
roll
out
its
surveillance
grid.
“democracy” it’s diversity of
Hypertextual Web Search
Now
it
is
in
place,
the
guarded
opinion.
Engine they were working at
freedoms
it
momentarily
Stanford University on a project
part funded by Stanford Digital afforded can be safely removed. The Misinformation Virus
Libraries Project whose backers Leaving the State in full
Quagmire
command of the surveillance
included DARPA, NASA and
7
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As we trawl through the
quagmire of the “The
Misinformation Virus” the irony
of it’s title becomes evident.
Virtually nothing in it is true.
After some wild speculation
about white supremacists
misusing science to substantiate
their arguments, no evidence
offered, about 3 minutes in
Angela declares:

Virological studies are
underway that may help to
resolve this issue……..Further
investigations are needed to
examine this syndrome and its
possible relation to this
vaccine.”

Wakefield categorically stated
there was no proven link
between MMR and Autism. A
fact totally overlooked by
everyone who falsely claims
“Nothing illustrates the danger otherwise. All he said was, due
of misinformation quite as
to the evidence found in the
starkly as the controversy
study, further investigation was
around vaccination……Most required.
recently was in 1998 when Dr.
Andrew Wakefield wrongly
linked the measles, mumps and
rubella vaccine to autism.
Although retracted and
comprehensively debunked,
online it has a life of it’s own.”

possible link to autism. U.S
researchers
(https://journals.plos.org/plosone/artic
le?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0058058)
recognised that bowel
inflammation was possibly
associated with children who
went on to develop Autism and
the American Society for
Microbiology
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
22233678) , among many others,
found:
“Many children with autism
have gastrointestinal (GI)
disturbances that can
complicate clinical management
and contribute to behavioral
problems…..Here we describe
an association between high
levels of intestinal,
mucoepithelial-associated
Sutterella species and GI
disturbances in children with
autism.”

The media evisceration of Dr.
Andrew Wakefield (https://in-thisDr. Wakefield
together.com/wakefield/) was
In the media driven alarmism
perhaps one of the most obscene Given that most of the Autistic that followed release of the
examples of corporate and media children in the study developed study, Wakefield advised that
corruption ever witnessed in the symptoms shortly after receiving children be offered monovalent
UK. Angela’s claim that
(single) vaccine alternatives.
the MMR vaccination, the
Wakefield “linked the measles, possibility existed. Further
While he continued to encourage
mumps and rubella vaccine to research was warranted. That
parents to vaccinate their
autism” is not true. I invite you was all. The only people who
children, he raised concerns
read the paper in question
about the safety evaluation of
claimed a link between MMR
(https://www.thelancet.com/journals/la and autism were the MSM, most MMR. With good reason. The
ncet/article/PIIS0140previous MMR vaccine Pluserix
notably the BBC
6736%2897%2911096(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/60510.st was withdrawn from the UK in
0/fulltext#section-7c530872-62351992 after it was found it could
m).
4433-899c-b3f276970189).
cause aseptic meningitis
(https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/
You will quite clearly note the Despite Angela’s claims that the
study has been comprehensively 165/6/704/63700). Furthermore, his
following:
post study comments were also
debunked, as a matter of fact,
corroborated by the leading
that too is wrong. The study
“We did not prove an
systemic scientific review
association between measles, findings have been corroborated.
journal the Cochrane Review
mumps, and rubella vaccine and The study was looking at gastro
who stated
intestinal inflammation and a
the syndrome described.
8
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(https://www.cochranelibrary.com/cdsr By finding Prof. Walker Smith
/doi/10.1002/14651858.CD004407.pub innocent of any scientific fraud
3/full?highlightAbstract=withdrawn
or medical malpractice, no
%7Cmmr%7Csafety%7Csafeti):
scientific justification remained
for the study’s withdrawal. We
“The design and reporting of must ask why the BBC’s science
safety outcomes in MMR
journalist, researchers and their
vaccine studies, both pre‐ and editorial team didn’t think this
post‐marketing, are largely information was relevant?
inadequate. The evidence of
adverse events following
The Real Misinformation
immunisation with the MMR
Virus Revealed
vaccine cannot be separated
from its role in preventing the
target diseases.”
More than a decade after
publishing the paper, once
Wakefield had been struck off,
the Lancet withdrew it. Up to
that point there had been no
scientific reason to remove it
from the medical archives.
Though made controversial by
the MSM, the science was
sound. The decision to withdraw
it was political, not scientific.
However, Angela either doesn’t
know, or doesn’t want you to
know, that the study itself was
effectively exonerated by the
High Court.

forget [that] was the same year
that Google opened their doors.
That was followed by Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. If that
paper had come out ten years
before, I think we would be in a
very different place.”
Perhaps Larson doesn’t know
that it was the BBC (and other
MSM organisation) who falsely
reported the paper’s findings.
Rather than blame those
responsible for spreading
misinformation, she insists you
imagine the internet itself was
the reason.

Angela and the team at the BBC
do not think it is necessary for
you to know that the “expert,”
telling you all about online
misinformation, takes her coin
VCP funders: Be clear about where from the corporations whose
your information comes from
profits are dependent upon you
“believing” in their product. This
The intent of the Misinformation massive conflict of financial
Virus becomes more apparent
interest is of no importance
with the comments of Prof.
whatsoever for the BBC, and
Heidi Larson from the Vaccine you certainly shouldn’t know
Confidence Project (VCP). The anything about it.
VCP are funded by vaccine
manufacturers
Prof. Larson is really keen for
The clinical director of the study (https://www.vaccineconfidence.org/pa you to accept two falsehoods.
was Prof. Walker Smith (not
rtners-funders) Glaxo Smith Kline Firstly, that the so called
Andrew Wakefield). He
and Merck, who make the MMR Wakefield paper alleged a link
appealed the GMC decision to vaccines. Prof. Larson is also
between MMR and Autism and
strip him of his license for his
paid by the European Federation secondly that people only
part in the Lancet study. Sir John of Pharmaceutical Industries & noticed because of the internet.
Edward Mitting ruled the
Associations (EFPIA). It is
To reiterate, the first people to
GMC’s decision demonstrated Europe’s largest industrial trade misinform the public, both about
“inadequate and superficial
organisation and an incredibly the contents of the paper and its
reasoning,” they reached the
powerful lobby group for the
implications, were the MSM.
“wrong conclusions” and added: pharmaceutical industry. Heidi The internet had absolutely
tells us:
nothing to do with it. However,
“The panel’s determination
the BBC aren’t interested in
cannot stand. I therefore quash “When the Wakefieled paper facts. It’s the message that
it.”
was published in 1998, people counts. Angela goes on.
9
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“Mistakes on the internet can
have a remarkably long life. The
virus of misinformation, once
released on the Web, is
impossible to contain.”

some computer graphics shown
to her by a representative of the
pharmaceutical industry, Angela
then alleges that ‘incredibly’
(quite) Russia (of course) is
behind it all. According to
This is what the Misinformation Angela and the BBC, the
Virus wants its listeners to
Russian’s endgame is to “sow
believe. It is the core propaganda social disorder.” Dr. Martin
message. Yet, at this juncture, all adds:
the misinformation under
discussion has come from the
“Russian bots are automated
BBC’s “Misinformation Virus.”
social media accounts that
periodically post polarising
They’ve misinformed listeners
messages across all social
about the Wakefield study and
media platforms.”
omitted to report who first
misled the public. They’ve
There is not a scrap of evidence
deceived their audience, by
(https://in-this-together.com/noevidence-of-a-large-scale-russianommission, about who their
experts work for and are about to disinformation-operation/) to back
proceed upon a 30 minute litany up this claim of a widespread
of misinformation, so appalling, Russian, automated
disinformation campaign. Nor is
we must consider if it is
their any evidence that, if such
disinformation.
an operation existed, it would
The Misinformation Virus work. The notion that people
believe everything they read
Contagion
online, that it drives their
electoral or health choices is
We next here from Dr. Martin. unsubstantiated, speculative
Another “expert” who works for drivel. It is just banally stated as
Glaxo Smith Kline, Merck and fact, by the BBC, without any
other pharmaceutical
evidence. A theme which
corporation, via the VCP. She
continues throughout the
uses software to model how
Misinformation Virus.
“negative messages” about
vaccines are shared globally.
This is all completely subjective,
isn’t remotely scientific and
assumes that anything
questioning any aspect of any
vaccine is “negative.” Dr. Martin
considers this to be an
“emotional contagion.”
Now were getting to the nub of To illustrate how absurd their
whole “Russian bot” theory is,
the BBC’s “Misinformation
Virus.” Based upon her faith in Dr. Martin then claims that the
10

hashtags #vaxxed #learntherisk
and #informedconsent are
somehow the product of a
Russian troll farm. I challenge
the BBC to provide some
evidence to back this statement
up. Because the Misinformation
Virus provides none.
Vaxxed, for example, as stated
by the BBC, was a hashtag used
to promote a documentary
unsurprisingly called Vaxxed
(https://vaxxedthemovie.com/). It
revealed quite compelling
evidence of regulatory
malfeasance within the CDC.
Millions of people have seen it
and, because it is so good,
they’ve shared it and discussed it
online. Vaxxed was not made by
Russian agents and the
associated hashtag has been
shared by human beings, not
‘bots.’

Recommended Viewing

Rather than discuss the Vaxxed
evidence, the BBC importuned
listeners to accept it as
dangerous disinformation. Based
upon the counter claims of the
vaccine manufacturers, the
people who make money selling
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vaccines, including the CDC
who hold vaccine patents, the
BBC have decided the “science
is settled” and all vaccines are
all perfectly brilliant. Because
the likes of Merck said so.

illegitimately discredit whatever
someone says, without
discussing the evidence, was
first devised in 1967 by the CIA
(http://www.jfklancer.com/CIA.html).
To date this logical insanity has
been very successful. Which is
To date the National Vaccine why people like Damian Collins
Injury Compensation Program and others use it. The most
in the U.S has paid out more important message, from their
than $4.8 billion in
perspective, is that you do not,
compensation to people who under any circumstances, look at
have been injured by vaccines. the evidence highlighted by ‘da
Similar Vaccine Injury
conspiracy theorists.’ This is
Compensation Programs
crucial for them.
(VICP’s), around the
developed world, have also
paid out large sums in
reparations. Given this fact, to
assert there is no reason to
ever question any aspect of
vaccines is quite obviously
risible dross. Not only is the
premise flawed, the BBC are
manipulating you to believe
Collins: No evidence proves he’s
that anyone who discusses the
correct.
reality on the internet is a
Russian disinformation agent. The Committee chaired by
Collins insisted that Russian
Misinformation Virus and disinformation was everywhere.
Logical Insanity
They decided the best way to
evidence this was by completely
ignoring their own witness
Next the BBC take comment
from Damian Collins, Chair of testimonies. Reporting
the UK’s Digital Culture Media government statements, they
noted:
and Sport Committee, who
published their comical, though
alarming, “Fake News” Report “[The UK government] has not
seen evidence of successful use
in February 2019. Collins
of disinformation by foreign
considers anything which
actors, including Russia, to
questions vaccines to be a
influence UK democratic
“conspiracy theory.” A label
processes……We have seen
used to automatically discredit
nothing
that persuades us that
anyone who highlights evidence
Russian
interference
has had a
the State doesn’t approve of.
material impact on the way in
which
people choose to vote in
This technique, of applying the
elections.”
conspiracy theorist label to
11

Yet, from this, the Committee
concluded:
“The Government also cannot
state definitively that there was
no evidence of successful
interference”
That’s right, as far as Dominic
Collins and his committee
colleagues were concerned, no
evidence is proof that evidence
of Russian ‘hacking’ must exist.
They don’t know what it might
be, mainly because there isn’t
any, but are certain it’s out there.
Determined to prove Russian
election hacking is real, the
Committee cited NATO’s
DFRLabs report as evidence of
the non existent evidence.
Which was, in part, accurate
because DFRLab’s produced a
report (https://in-thistogether.com/no-evidence-of-a-largescale-russian-disinformationoperation/) which didn’t have any

evidence in it either.
A perfect fit for the BBC’s
Misinformation Virus.

The Misinformation Virus
Descends Into Farce
Angela then plays out a scenario,
devised by social psychologist
(https://in-this-together.com/theflawed-psychology-of-conspiracytheory/) Dr. Sander L. van der

Linden which ‘models’ how
‘misinformation’ can be spread
“in the same way Russian bots”
achieve it. For Dr Linden,
misinformation is everything
and anything that challenges
State or corporate narratives. He
too believes this is a virus,
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although obviously it isn’t, and
intends to “inoculate” people
against wrongthink. Sadly, as
she embarks upon the fantasy
game
(https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/

Having played the made up
computer game, interacting with
fictitious NPC’s in an artificial
world using an imagined social
media network, without a shred
of irony, the sceptical and
fake-news-vaccine-online-game-may- rational Angela opines:
inoculate-by-simulating-propagandatactics), Angela says:

purely a coincidence that his
research dovetailed perfectly
with Bill and Melinda’s business
model.

“It’s proof that we are all
susceptible to misinformation.”

“I really want to try this now. I
want top see if this works,
This statement is farcical.
because I like to think of myself Angela’s game playing proves
B&M Gates Foundation. Very
as quite sceptical and rational.” nothing other than some people
concerned about information that
reduces profits.
appear to believe that computer
She plays a computer game,
games are facsimiles of reality.
based upon nothing but
They’re not. No fallible human Once more, the BBC do not
think you need to know this.
assumption about what does or being programs reality.
Perhaps because it would ruin
does not constitute
“disinformation”. It is set in a
On the evidence presented in the their story.
mythical country, using a
Misinformation Virus, Angela is
‘modeled’ social media network very far from being sceptical. On Essentially Linden’s Cognitive
with AI bots acting as the
the contrary, she wholeheartedly Inoculation theory argues that
networks users. Reporting her accepts everything she is told by misinformation spreads because
people are incapable of
experience, Angela states:
the State, multinational
corporations and globalist non evaluating information and,
remarkably, share information
“So we’re off and I’m sowing governmental organisations,
simply because they already
discontent across the mythical such as the Bill and Melinda
agree with it. Which is precisely
community of Philamasca, and Gates foundation who fund
I’ve chosen to do it about
(https://www.journalofcognition.org/ar what Angela has been doing
health……The game carries on ticles/10.5334/joc.91/) Dr. Linden’s throughout the Misinformation
Virus.
like this for a while. I keep
objective ‘research.’
playing, sowing mistrust,
generating smarter lies and Speaking to CNBC at the World Linden believes that the
underlying driver for sharing
watching fear develop within the Economic Forum
what he considers to be
group. I’m winning, I’m
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
behaving like a Russian bot and v=cJLOjDlhKr0) in January 2019, “disinformation” is a world view
it’s remarkably easy.”
Bill Gates said he had invested which questions the State. He is
right to acknowledge that
“a bit more than $10 billion,”
millions of people doubt the
into vaccination programs,
adding “we feel there has been a value of some aspects of the
20 to 1 return.” Yielding a $200 State, it’s corporate sponsors and
billion return from an initial $10 the science they pay for. He is
billion investment is excellent wrong to assume this is all
motivation to fund Dr. Linden’s disinformation.
work. Though, of course, access
The Misinformation Virus
BBC researchers looking for “proof” to such vast sums in no way
Splendid Arrogance
influenced Dr. Linden. It is
12
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The most striking and consistent State and those who
element of the war against
unquestioningly extol it, based
disinformation is the absolute
upon the opinions expressed in
refusal to discuss the evidence the Misinformation Virus, is that
highlighted by those who
most who question the State
question “official narratives”
believe in free speech (https://inand “accepted science.” Looking this-together.com/antisemitism-andwhy-we-need-to-talk-about-it-part-1/)
at evidence to define
disinformation doesn’t usually whereas those who don’t appear
to believe in silencing it.
feature in psychologists
scientific research (https://in-thistogether.com/the-flawed-psychologyof-conspiracy-theory/) into the

spread of conspiracy theories. It
is science based upon their
assumptions.
Linden doesn’t need to consider
this evidence either. Rather, it is
the questioning itself which tells
him everything he needs to
know. This ‘mistrust’ of
authority is misguided, he
concludes, and Angela agrees.
They are entitled to their opinion Angela, sceptical and rational as
always, defines those who don’t
but that is what it is, their
opinion. One I find incredibly completely agree with her world
naive and historically illiterate. view as “like minded outcasts,”
living in their “self contained
That’s just my opinion.
universe.” To illustrate this
point, Angela states:
In keeping with the Cognitive
Inoculation theory, Linden,
Angela, the UK government and “Antivaxxers, global warming
the BBC assert that their opinion deniers to flat Earthers, they’re
not one type.”
is correct while all who disagree
with them are wrong. They
No, they’re not. People who
claim their belief in the
unimpeachable sanctity of the question some aspects of
vaccines, and those who point
representative democratic
system is the only valid opinion. towards the peer reviewed
scientific papers which
Everything else is
misinformation, disinformation contradict the theory that CO2
and “conspiracy theory.” They drives climate change, have
are the custodians of the truth. evidence to back up their
opinions. Whereas flat Earther’s
don’t.
Apart from opinion, the other
notable difference between those I don’t know if Angela and the
who question the machinery of BBC team know this, but it’s
13

obvious they want you to equate
perfectly reasonable, evidence
based scepticism with delusion.
Carefully avoiding ever
discussing the pertinent evidence
in the process.
You are supposed to think we, in
the West, live in an open and
free society. Unlike China,
western state’s can’t just roll out
censorship and shut down
freedom of speech without first
deceiving us into believing it
necessary. Otherwise our
illusions will be shattered, and
we might realise there’s no
discernible difference between
nominally democratic nations
and some supposedly
authoritarian regimes.

The Misinformation Virus
Concludes With
Disinformation
Thanks to the Misinformation
Virus, we hear from Julia Ebner.
Julia works for the globalist
think tank the Institute for
Strategic Dialogue (IDS https://www.isdglobal.org/isdapproach
/partnerships/), who are funded by

Google, Facebook, Twitter,
Microsoft, the Open society
Foundation, the British Council,
the EU, the U.N, Chatham
House and numerous western
governments. Julia tells us why
we need to accept internet
regulation. She unequivocally
states:
“There is a very strong
connection between extremism
and disinformation.”
We are then regaled with stories
about how the Christchurch
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shootings were “caused” by an
online “conspiracy theory”
alleging the white race is being
deliberately destroyed by
multiculturalism. The internet
caused this “great replacement
theory” to spread, and that is the
reason why 51 people were
murdered in New Zealand. Julia
and the IDS are certain. It is a
fact. Accept it!

Your memory playing tricks on thus far, perhaps this comes as
you.
little surprise. In fact, the paucity
of sensible research in the
Similarly, you need to
subject is well known.
acknowledge that fascists and far
right extremists only emerge
In 2016 the U.N. Special
because of Google. Hitler,
Rapporteur Ben Emmerson
Mussolini and Franco are all
issued a report to the U.N. on
fictional characters. So too lone national governments counter
nutters, one apparently being
extremism and counter terrorism
responsible for the Christchurch efforts. He noted the lack of any
shooting, according to the
clear, agreed definition of
The BBC, and the ever sceptical official story. Prior to WhatsApp “extremism” with different
and rational Angela Saini,
he wouldn’t have existed.
nations deciding what
wholeheartedly believe this
Sociopaths would never take it constitutes extremism based
monumental tripe. They strongly upon themselves to kill people upon their own political
urge you to do the same.
and commit suicide, were it not perspectives. In regard to the
However, before you swallow for the provocative memes they claim that there is plausible
their nonsense, there are a
stumble across on Instagram.
evidence defining how people
couple of points you first need to Their insanity is caused by
become ‘radicalised‘ he said:
agree.
Facebook posts, engineered in
Russia, turning them into crazed “[m]any programmes directed
maniacs.
at radicalisation [are] based on
a simplistic understanding of the
Most importantly, you must
process as a fixed trajectory to
ignore the fact that, outside of
violent extremism with
conflict zones, terrorism has
identifiable markers along the
broadly declined
way……there is no authoritative
(https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/te statistical data on the pathways
rrorist-incidents?
towards individual
tab=chart&time=1970..2017&country
radicalisation.”
=Western%20Europe) in the
internet age. It is true that
terrorism has increased
If the internet causes the
considerably in troubled hot
extremism, which leads to
spots around the world.
terrorism, then both extremism Invariably as a result of conflicts
and terrorism must have been
started by governments. Not
relative rarities prior to
because ISIS are addicted to
emergence of the online world. Candy Crush.
The IRA, the Stern Gang,
Ordine Nuovo, ETA and the
Finally, you also need to accept Franco didn’t exist because no one had
broadband.
hundreds of other terrorist
there is an established link
groups, active before the advent between seeing stuff online and
In July 2018, this view was
of the internet, were all
committing acts of extremist
inconsequential. All those car
violence. However, there isn’t. reinforced by a team of
researchers from Deakin
bombings and mass shootings in No such evidence exists.
the 20th century must have been Given the woeful bilge spewed University in their peer reviewed
figments of your imagination.
out by the Misinformation Virus article the 3 P’s of Radicalisation
14
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(https://www.researchgate.net/publicat methods in the field also leaves
ion/326585283_The_3_Ps_of_radicali unanswered the questions about
sation_push_pull_and_personal_A_sys the causal relations between the
tematic_scoping_review_of_the_scienti
factors……There is no definitive
fic_evidence_about_radicalisation_int
o_violent_extremism). The scholars answer to the question whether
the adoption of an extreme
collated and reviewed all the
ideology
precedes engagement
available literature they could
in violence.”
find on the process of
[Vergani
& Barton et al. 2018]
radicalisation leading to violent
extremism. They identified three
Bluntly, Julia was spouting
main drivers. Push, pull and
pseudo scientific hokum. Had
personal factors.
Angela, the BBC’s science
journalist, read the science she
Push factors are the structural
would have known this. Who
factors that propel people
knows, maybe she did? In any
towards resentment, such as
event she didn’t reveal it to her
state repression, relative
audience.
deprivation, poverty, and
injustice. Pull factors are things
which make extremism seem
attractive, like ideology, group
belonging, group mechanisms
and other incentives. Personal
factors are individual character
traits that make a person more,
or less, susceptible to Pull or
Push. These include
psychological disorders,
personality traits, traumatic life
experiences and so on.

designed to grow as quickly as
possible are not necessarily
those which lead to our social
and political health as a
country. And different basic
principles have to be woven in,
with more public interest aims in
mind, about what kind of content
is served up, how harm is
detected and, basically, that
engagement in the platform
itself is not the be all and end all
of how those platforms now
need to work. And the only way
that will happen is through
regulatory interventions by
government in the way those
platforms are engineered.”

Therefore, anyone who then Having hammered home the
suggests it is legitimate to
essential, completely groundless
censor the internet to counter message that only State
extremism is either ignorant or censorship can save us from
deliberately misleading their ourselves, the last words, from
target audience. This is the
Julia Ebner, finally nail the lid
definition of disinformation. shut on the BBC’s
When the person, or
Misinformation Virus. Truly a
organisation, spinning this
lesson in disinformation.
falsehood has enormous
resources, teams of researchers
“This new age of viral
and simultaneously claims
disinformation lends itself in
destroying our democracies.”
Julie Ebner, Angela and the BBC their opinion is science and
fact
based,
then
it
is
would have listeners believe that
undoubtedly pure
No! It doesn’t. This describes
online “disinformation” is the
Pull factor that creates terrorist. propagandist, disinformation. what will really destroy
democracy:
So what does the available
science say about their opinion? The Misinformation Virus
concludes with the message it
“Without freedom of thought
was designed to deliver from the there can be no such thing as
“We acknowledge that
wisdom; and no such thing as
radicalisation, for the most part, outset. Carl Miller from the
think tank DEMOS, funded by public liberty, without freedom
takes place in social
of speech.”
settings……This means that the Open Society Foundation
among
others,
tells
you
what
[Benjamin
Franklin]
factors such as the consumption
of propaganda, narratives or you need to accept in order to
avoid online harms.
political grievances do not
operate by themselves but rather
have effect within specific social
settings…..the lack of rigorous

“We have to realise that
platforms which have been
15
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confused, and setting off to find
out for yourself instead. It means
making it to the swamps of
On another side you’ve got
Dagobah and looking where the
teachers and preachers armed
wise old muppet is pointing
with shotguns spraying buckshot when he suggests “You must
about the beliefs that various
unlearn what you have learned.”
power structures want you to
have about your experience on Being a mentally sovereign
this earth.
human means constructing your
own understanding of this weird
On another side you’ve got the reality based on your own
advertisers, armed with machine investigations and your own
guns, hammering anything that reasoning, which means
moves with narratives about
constructing it from the ground
Source:
inadequacy and problems you up. Even your most basic
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/01/2
assumptions about reality itself
1/how-to-be-a-mentally-sovereign- never knew you had.
must be rigorously crosshuman/
And, raining bombs from above, examined with complete
By Caitlin Johnstone
you’ve got the mass media
skepticism. Nothing must be
propagandists.
taken on faith.
The amniotic fluid is barely
washed from our tiny naked
You’re not going to make it off Most people believe that they
bodies before we find ourselves of that field without sustaining are truly free thinkers. Most
in a marriage and a day job,
significant damage. You never people are wrong. Most people
staring down at a small pair of stood a chance, really. At best
are controlled by unworthy,
eyes looking up to us for
you’re going to spend a long
unquestioned ideas that were put
guidance.
time picking slugs, bullets and in their heads long ago by other
shrapnel out of your flesh and people.
This is not a good environment stitching up the wounds that they
for developing mental
caused, and that’s assuming
To attain a truly self-sovereign
sovereignty, the ownership and you’re one of the lucky few who mind, you need to put truth
authorship of your own
makes it off the field at all. Most above all else in every waking
cognitive relationship with life. just absorb the beliefs that get moment. You need to constantly
blasted into them in the frenzy of dedicate yourself to learning
Stepping into the world as a
living and keep almost all of
what’s true and what’s real, and
small person is like stepping
them.
to living in alignment with the
completely unarmored onto a
truth that has been discovered.
battlefield with live ammunition Becoming a mentally selfflying in all directions, except sovereign human being means Wanting true mental sovereignty
instead of bullets, it’s narrative. undoing all that damage, and
means wanting to know the truth
protecting yourself from
in all areas of your experience,
On one side of the battlefield
absorbing more. It means
come what may.
you’ve got your family with
completely renouncing
rifles and side-arms firing their everything you’ve been told to It means wanting to know the
stories about what’s important in believe about what’s happening truth about what’s really
life, what the world is like, how on these strange shores you
happening in your world, and
people should deal with
washed up on small, sticky and how it contrasts with what

How To Be A
Mentally Sovereign
Human

problems, and what society
ought to look like.
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you’re being told to believe
about what’s happening in your
world by confident-sounding
voices on the screens that you
see.

belief you’ve ever had about
people rule their own minds.
what you are and what the world
is.
US, UK Diplomats
It means wanting to know the
truth, even if it tears your life
apart.

It means wanting to know the
truth about your family and your
relationships and the various
It means wanting to know the
unconscious, unquestioned
truth, even though you know
dynamics that are at play there. you’ll never have all of it.

Protest Against
OPCW
Whistleblower
Giving Evidence to
United Nations

It means wanting to know the
Most people are content to sit in
truth about the various aspects of various degrees of untruth,
yourself that you keep hidden
accepting unexamined
and compartmentalized out of assumptions as true because it is
sight.
much easier and more
comfortable than confronting
It means wanting to know the
reality on reality’s own terms.
truth about reality itself, and
They’re happy to let the lies that
how you might have been
have been put in their heads by
misperceiving various aspects of other people rule their
Source:
your own field of consciousness experience of this world.
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/01/2
this entire time.
1/us-uk-diplomats-protest-againstThe mentally sovereign human opcw-whistleblower-giving-evidenceto-united-nations/
It means wanting to know the
does not do this. The mentally
truth, even if very powerful
sovereign human looks at life
people don’t want you to know through lenses constructed out of Accusing the chemical weapons
the truth.
an uncompromising dedication watchdog of intentionally
burying exculpatory evidence
to unrelenting honesty, on all
from its Fact Finding Mission
It means wanting to know the
levels and facets of human
(FFM) report – evidence which
truth, even if it hurts.
experience.
would have exonerated the Syria
government in an alleged
It means wanting to know the
Mental self-rule is not for
truth, even if it is terrifying.
everyone. It is not for cowards. chemical weapons incident in
Douma, Syria, in April 7, 2018.
It is not for the lazy or
It means wanting to know the
truth, even if it means being
wrong.
It means wanting to know the
truth, even if it means
discovering that you’ve been
completely wrong about
everything your whole life.
It means wanting to know the
truth, even if it crumbles every

complacent. It’s not for those
who do things only because
there’s some material or egoic
reward in it for them. These
people are destined to have their
minds ruled by others.

The UNSC meeting was called
by representatives from
Moscow, calling for public
transparency on the matter.

The meeting’s featured presentation
was given by former OPCW
Mental sovereignty is for those engineer Ian Henderson, who told
who put truth above all else, and UN representatives about ‘serious
who see truth as its own reward. reservations’ raised by the actual
Their dedication to learning
FFM team, reservations which were
what’s true never ceases. These systematically ignored and covered-
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up by OPCW executives.

accept the official narrative issued
The Twitter thread in the link shows by US, UK and French
key parts of Henderson’s incredible governments back in April 2018.
It is believed that the FFM’s real
admission:
findings were particularly
Whistleblower Henderson’s
embarrassing for the US, UK and
France, who had immediately
https://twitter.com/LennyZuber/s testimony was met with anger from
attributed blame to Damascus
tatus/1219371111701536769 US and UK representatives, who
accused Russia of ‘politicizing’ the
before any investigation took place,
relying completely on speculative Henderson’s engineering report was OPCW and UN forum.
conclusions as the pretext to launch initially leaked to the Working
Britain’s ambassador to the UN,
their joint missile strike against
Group on Syria Media and
Karen Pierce, took to Twitter and
Syria on April 14, 2018.
Propaganda (WGSMP http://syriapropagandamedia.org/work lashed out at Russia saying, “Today
we heard the Russians trying to
Henderson went on to inform
ing-papers/assessment-by-thedeny facts that have been
members of the UNSC what really engineering-sub-team-of-the-opcwhappened with the OPCW cover- fact-finding-mission-investigating-the- established by an independent
alleged-chemical-attack-in-douma-in- body, trusted by the international
up, and why this scandal has
community to do its work, OPCW.
serious implications going forward. april-2018) last May.
This is frankly a shameful response
The findings in the final [Fact Later, WikiLeaks published several to the very real horrors on the
ground in Syria.”
sets of emails which further
Finding Mission] report were
contradictory, were a complete demonstrated a clear cover-up at
Despite all of their protestations
turnaround with what the team had the OPCW, but more shockingly,
though, neither Pierce or her US
the
revelation
that
US
intelligence
understood collectively during and
counterpart, Cherith Norman
after the Douma deployments. officers were seen inside the
Chalet, dared to contest any of the
OPCW’s offices in The Hague,
information presented by OPCW
In my case, I had followed up with Netherlands, where they were
a further six months of engineering allowed to intimidate employees, whistleblowers, preferring instead
to frame any new information
while demanding they tow the
and ballistics studies into the
forthcoming as “Russian
Washington
line
on
the
narrative
cylinders, the result of which had
disinformation.”
provided further support for the surrounding the Douma attacks.
view that there had not been a
Their ad hominem tactic was
chemical attack.
21WIRE also revealed
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ reflected in the Murdoch press as
well, with The Times of London
28/post-truth-world-a-clear-opcwAccording to leaked emails, the
running the headline, “Russia
cover-up-shielded-by-msm-andwatchdog’s executive ordered that
accused of misinformation over
‘all traces of Henderson’s report be bellingcat/) how members of the
mainstream media, along with US, claim Syrian chemical attack was
removed’ from the OPCW’s
faked“.
UK government-backed
internal document archives.
‘investigative organization,’
“Western nations accused Russia of
Bellingcat, have been actively
He testified that The FFM team
involved in an online defamation sowing misinformation yesterday
“had serious misgivings that a
chemical attack had occurred”, the campaign designed to damage the after it held a meeting at the United
Nations to argue that a notorious
credibility of both OPCW
OPCW’s final report had simply
whistleblowers and any dissenting chemical attack in Syria never
ignored crucial “findings, facts,
happened,” said the Murdoch
journalists and academics, in the
information, data or analysis”
paper.
hopes
of
steering
the
public
away
collected by the team on the ground
from the explosive findings detailed
– including ballistics, chemical
It is believed that more leaks and
analysis, and important toxicology in successive leaks. Instead,
documents pertaining to the OPCW
determinations – all of which would mainstream gatekeepers and
intelligence cut-outs are working in Douma cover-up are still
have completely changed the
forthcoming.
concert to convince the public to
body’s conclusions.
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